
Shichi-Sho-Ho-Koku (Unfailing Devotion to one's Country) Lyrics (in English)

1) Admiral (lyrics)

Music & lyrics: Nakamura Shotaro

Before dawn barefoot and form rows
It was used to paint on plain
Small body black hair on yellow skin
We are inferior species

In wealthy and strongly big country
Enchanting longing and wearing trousers
I was touched by my fingers
It's not only laughed

Zet banner fluttering
Even if the ocean roughs in all directions
Please disconnect white collar
Cheerful flag rage

From when will his god
If you separated people by color
If you wish to fight
What color will you dye?

Be threatened by being beaten up and cry and endure
In a long time
Trusting the moonlight alone we have been
I was sharpening my nails.

I was seized and exploited
Rushed to notice and discard Katana
Even if you are a good girl who follows the rules
It's not just being licked

Can you hear it, yellow and black
The family also laughs equally crying
Leave the chair open to your ears

The family also laughs equally crying
Leave the chair open to your ears
Song of Taihei Koshigei (Shinkansen)

Cage of unleashed species
Weather The weather is clear and the wave height
Connecting each other
The sea remains blue but it does not change



2) Unfailing Devotion to one's Country - The unfailing devotion- (lyrics)

Music & Lyrics: Nakamura Shotaro

I do not want to be born again
It is impossible
I know that.
I am me
What is needed
Until this time

But someday this body
Return to the ground and flowers in the field
If it can bloom
If you can

Many times
Reborn and rewarding
Even if you can not
Shed
Blood and tears are the foundation
You ought to stay
Newly
I got sprout
For your little life your
The surface
It looks faint

Times change
All shapes are
It's going to change.
At your feet
The stepped medal
Forgotten

Become wind and earth
That day I decided to keep defending
There was nothing in that place

That day I decided to keep defending
There was nothing in that place
There was nothing.

repeat
I continue to cry now
Falsifying history
Dry
The day I was painted in the mud



People's flower
gently
To pick it up
Dirty me and your hand
right now
wake up

Many times
Reborn and rewarding
Even if you can not do it
Shed
Blood and tears are the foundation
You ought to stay
Newly
I started to walk
Your little body (Utsushimi) is
from now
build up
A beautiful world without mistakes
Please trust me.

5) Border (lyrics)

Music & lyrics: Nakamura Shotaro

So little by little
To be visible
At the bottom of memory

It has not passed
Forgotten
Their calls

Torn
To human distance
Time has cast a shadow

Be desolated
To the hometown of beginning
I can not return

Border was cut off
At that moment
All you
I was aware

Border Hey return
One piece of me



Hit the blocking wall
cold rain

Slurpy me
I was overwhelmed
You surely also today

I promised
A sweet day
I believe I can spend it

Stolen things
The thing that was left behind
Collected one by one

I can feel it
To the last country
I want to return

Hold the knees
On a trembling night
With fear adults
The same me

All those who touch
Just to hurt
Crushed sharp
Glass fragments

Border was cut off
At that moment
All you
I was aware

Border Hey return
One piece of me
Hit the blocking wall
cold rain

6) Nichirin (lyrics)

Music & lyrics: Nakamura Shotaro

A sadness lying town
A trace of a fallen dream
Red blood like to cool the black scorched earth
Until today



The consolation of immaculate guardian
The future of the remains
To wish for
To pray
Cutting wings
Endure the pain

Gracious and gracious you
Noble
Precious
Always
I carry the iniquity of the times
That body
With Nichirin
As you can be

In a cold cage
Barely lonely blue
Even that life that brutally scatters
I do not have any freedom

Spilled tear drops
Before you dry
A starving person
Frozen
Hold All
To be saved

You grateful sorrow
gently
Difficult to get
For a long time
The young leave which compassion gives
Connect
tell
I will live together.

7) Stepmother (lyrics)

Music & lyrics: Nakamura Shotaro

Hello Nice greetings are
Yodobu Yu
You are in a prime of honor
I called my sister with me.

I do not connect hands



It's not your shame
Because I did not have enough courage

I am sorry I dyes my little eyes
Fallen yo embrace me on my behalf
Do not cry lonely like killing your voice
Take a small shadow maker

Show me a smile without cloudiness
How long have you been out?
It was written in the letter that arrived
Farewell and words of salvation

I was not lonely
I knew it all the time
Because you were you

Are you lonely?
A long time in the future
Wandering around in the overlapping season
When everything is done
Please come back here
Place where you and I return

Do you remember
I say "Too young"
In those days I was told
Now it is far away
Now it's a "mother who is too old"
I wonder if you are told

I wanted to be an ordinary parent and child
Is it such a cruel thing
The wall of me and your time
I wonder if I can make a cry

Sorry I forgive unreliable love
Ariake, welcome on my behalf
If it comes true
I want to meet you again
I will wait for you today as well.

Always being your mother


